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FIRST AND FINAL SPRING BUDGET FOR HAMMOND
This week we finally have something new to talk about – the first budget from Philip Hammond as Chancellor. While a potential broken promise and 
some duff jokes have been the focus for the press, we thought the most interesting point was the abolition of the spring budget itself. The annual 
tradition of summer giveaways before an election will be now consigned to history.

While the National Insurance hike for the self-employed has become a potential “gotcha” for political reporters, it raises more important questions. The 
Chancellor has been keen to point to this as levelling the playing field and improving fairness, but has neglected to mention that self-employed people 
have restricted access to the social safety net. However, the main use of national insurance, the state pension, is only getting more expensive as more 
people retire and the insanely generous triple lock keeps escalating its costs. This is unlikely the last time national insurance gets bumped, and next 
time it will probably affect lot more of us, although there may yet be a challenge to this latest policy.

UK: BUDGET BRINGS OUT HAMMOND’S HUMOUR
Instead of mentioning Brexit in his budget speech on Wednesday, Chancellor Philip 
Hammond, cracked some jokes. The chancellor took aim at the party opposite 
with Jeremy Corbyn taking the brunt of Hammond’s humour. Hammond expressed 

concern over the nations borrowing habits and he believes a more disciplined approach to 
spending will be necessary to build a resilient economy for the next few years. The Office for 
Budget Responsibility, OBR, has dropped its forecasts for government borrowing over the next 
five years. The most dramatic change was for 2016-17 where borrowing was revised down from 
£68.2bn to £51.7bn. 

Growth was higher than expected in 2016 and Mr Hammond anticipates that this level of growth 
will continue in the short term before dropping in 2018 and slowly recovering to two per cent 
in 2021. The chancellor also promised spending boosts for innovation, specifically in the form 
of technologies including biotech, robotics systems and driver-less vehicles. This change 
counteracted the Conservative party’s promise to keep these contributions flat until 2020.

EU: ECB TAKES A (SLIGHTLY) MORE HAWKISH TONE
The European Central Bank (ECB) left policy unchanged on Thursday. ECB president 
Mario Draghi commented that the bank no longer had a “sense of urgency” to take 
further action on monetary stimulus and that policymakers “do not anticipate that it 

will be necessary to lower rates further”. Despite the bank’s recognition of the large difference 
between headline inflation and core inflation (which strips out energy and food), they believe the 
threat of deflation is no longer so severe. 

The market saw the comments as hawkish and sent the euro higher against the dollar. The 
subtle message also helped 10-year German bond yields reach 0.42 per cent, the highest level 
since the start of February. Markets are now pricing in a 68 per cent chance that the ECB 
will raise rates by August 2018 up from 31 per cent last week. It is worth noting that the only 
difference between this meeting and the last one is the tone, interest rates could still be cut and 
bond purchases expanded.

CENTRAL BANKS: FOREX RESERVES RISE
Central banks have been increasing their foreign-currency reserves lately, a shift in 
pace from the last few years. External reserves are considered a form of insurance 
and so if a nation has a low reserve balance it can be cause for concern. On the other 

hand, a central bank stockpiling reserves suggests crisis-like behaviour to protect a currency. 
Emerging economies reserves had been declining over the last few years but 30 of the biggest 
emerging markets increased their reserves in 2016. China’s reserves have been a talking point 
lately as Beijing tried to stop capital outflows. For the first time in eight months the nation’s 
total reserves pushed back above $3 trillion. 

Some countries in Europe are also buying foreign currencies in a move to prevent their own 
currencies appreciating too fast. This is a measure often taken to prevent exports and growth 
being negatively affected by a strong currency. Switzerland boosted its foreign-currency holdings 
at the fastest pace in two years last month. The approaching general elections in Europe and 
ongoing political uncertainty in the US and UK have sent investors into safe currencies like the 
Swiss franc. 
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